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“With inspiration from God strategically placed in her life, Feger
shares personal testimonies on what one can live an ordinary and
sometimes challenging life, and still look for the blessings that
nourish the soul and create true fulfillment.. She displays us that
personal growth occurs through life’ a vivid, honest, genuinely written
reserve ...cor business owner, and devoted mom and wife, shares her
anecdotes in rare, delicious descriptions which will make you smile,
laugh and cry.“Color Today Pretty can be kept as helpful information to
read over and over when you are unsure, afraid, hurt, fearful and even
joyful... a sweet invitation to see life through a different lens . We
don’.”Spurred to fully capture her everyday moments turned
extraordinary, author Stephanie Feger ultimately created a book that
assists us peer deeply into our spiritual psyches.. In case you are
fighting understanding life and so are frustrated very easily at its
unpredicted twists and turns, Color Today Fairly is the invitation you
should shift your perspective and to embrace most of life’s sometimes
hard to see our gifts shining within our painful lessons. Feger’ Her
tales are relatable and raw and inspiring.Feger’ From learning a life
lesson from a nest of bunnies to recognizing the sanctity of a message
delivered from beyond the world, Feger will coax you into questioning
your perspective and the grand design of the human experience. .Color
Today Pretty is a reminder to pause and see the kindness of strangers
and family members.s stories are personal, however the wisdom gained
from the questions they will trigger for readers can be common. When you
decide to Color Today Pretty, you open the entranceway to every magical
probability and ultimate happiness that's eclipsed by the clouds of
monotony in your life. To expand your mind away from experiences?A
journey in to the previous•The tiny miracle that protected herself and
two children•The appreciation of classic rock-n-roll•What strangers can
teach you in unpredicted moments.Her Stories, Your EpiphaniesFeger, a
former communications executive, today professional speaker, avid
blogger, house dé” She has used her abilities in communicating to convey
her learned responses to her environment. When you solution the
questions she units forth in each chapter, you will develop a greater
knowledge of your level of consciousness and how you affect others.s
disappointments and hardships when it’s content (and not-so-content)
surprises. Her lessons are our lessons.s delivery forces you to have a
step back again and reexamine the truths you imagine you know. A
meaningful and bounty-filled life is possible, and you may also be
living it. Stick to her through the emotional and practical discoveries
of: • On the Other Side of Fear is normally Enlightenment and

HopeAppreciating the tiny things in life is a rare skill nowadays, and
Color Today Pretty revives the slower pace we may be staying away from
because we fear so much what we will hear in the silence. She'll
challenge you to understand how you love, forgive, appreciate and
awaken.re provided, you unlock the music in your soul, planted there to
encourage you to dance.. Are you yearning to become more present for
yourself as well as your family?Feger underscores the need for
compassion, curiosity and unwavering like in Color Today Pretty and
supplies you with on a romantic walk with God. When you cherish the
moments you’ . Celebrate Feger’s multiple victories more than the trials
and agonizing losses in her lifestyle as she confesses the main element
to living life happily and with positive purpose. Are you ready to Color
Today Pretty?A child meant for another• To step right into a more
enriching lifestyle of faith and abundance?t know the result we have in
other folks until we shift our ideals and examine them in the light of
the strongest self-love. Color Today Pretty reminds us that people have
much to end up being thankful for, today and every day.
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Encouraged By This Book of Hope Color Today Pretty: An Inspirational
Guideline to Living a Life in Perspective, by Stephanie Feger, is this
enjoyable book to read! A new perspective for your daily life Color
Today Pretty by Stephanie Feger is such a lovely look into existence and
how each second can be seen in a fresh light. While difficult
circumstances can rob us of power and joy, Stephanie Feger shows
visitors that with a renewed and new perspective, we can rest assured of
God's existence around. By looking at night pain, the struggles, and the
difficulties, we can find hope and pleasure.), and a female of deep
Christian faith (she is! Color Today Pretty: An Inspirational
Information to Living a Existence in Perspective, opened up my eyes to
searching for and finding joy and peace when everything seems hopeless.
This is an encouraging book with short, easy to read chapters. Stephanie
Feger writes with openness and honesty, straightforward and friendly,
like chatting with a good friend. Stephanie offers allowed the readers
into her innermost thoughts and feelings, and the visitors of Color
Today Pretty can’t help but to reap the benefits of this, as they find
encouragement and wisdom to help them through their lifestyle’s walk.
Readers will be motivated to be viewing for joyful blessings every day.
I very highly recommend Color Today Pretty: An Inspirational Guide to
Living a Lifestyle in Perspective. This publication is full of
encouragement, wish, and reminders that God is usually always around.
Her writing is actual and raw and you feel and see what she is going
through.. It is so obvious that this publication can be a labor of love,
you can experience it in the tone and content material of the
publication. She produced me think of faith in a new way and consider
things I might never have considered because of the way she delivers her
message. I think anyone would benefit from reading this but in the event
that you consider yourself religious or spiritual you then will
absolutely love the message and delivery of the book. This reserve
provides helped me tremendously without feeling like a self-help book,
which is remarkable. The book could easily fall into a Pollyanna-esque
genre with a happily-ever-after ending . Many thanks, Stephanie for
making me laugh, cry, and feel the magic in my own family.. This book is
for anybody who wants to "be more" than him/herself, yet struggles to
find the time to breathe - let alone find the reason or "meaning of
life" - in the midst of rushing to get ready to go from one
meeting/activity to another in a harried, over-scheduled life.
Stephanie's vignettes provide a raw glimpse into the soul of a
individual who has believed deeply about specific moments in her life,
from the mundane to the profound, and she provides up to the reader her
perspective of how she gleans hope and positivity from each
circumstance. The publication could easily fall right into a Pollyannaesque genre with a happily-ever-after closing to each personal story;
however, the discomfort, sadness, and plain unfairness of existence are
acknowledged and so are not colored over entirely with a color brush.

Her stories will feel like your stories, whether or not you are a mother
of three (she actually is!), married (she is! Stephanie Feger
demonstrates the privilege of acquiring joy and grace in the most
attempting situations.). Her ability to consistently remind the reader
to turn toward God and lean into Him is normally nourishing and
invigorating! Studying each chapter I sensed like I was sitting down
over coffee or wines and chatting it up with my BFF. In conclusion, she
uses the ugly blotches and splatters that pop-up in existence as a means
to empower the reader to maintain pushing beyond self-doubt, confusion,
and stress and anxiety to aspire to, as she so beautifully calls it,
"color today pretty. Color Today Pretty is a straightforward browse
where each chapter contains it is . Interesting. I found her stories
very relatable as I recalled comparable situations in my own life. The
way she sees life and how she could make the most severe of the worst
situations positive. I loved this book I loved this book! Just as the
author talks about the miracles in lifestyle and that nothing is by
chance, this book found me. I think about this reserve to be among those
little miracles- showing up simply when I needed to hear these terms.
The stories shared in this book are simple, yet deep, relatable and
thought-provoking. It creates me realize that we pick the lens through
which we see existence and we should select the lens that will allow us
the most grace and like. I plan on buying copies of this reserve for the
warrior women in my entire life. Life is short, but if we are able to
view our circumstances in different ways then life could be a whole lot
sweeter. Studying each chapter I felt like I was seated over coffee or
wines and .. Stephanie reminds us that God is all over the place..
Stephanie's writing is genuine and real. Her publication is so real and
honest with humor intertwined that actually made me LOL. Personally i
think more empowered right now to push forwards in my life with the
things that actually matter. Personally i think better equipped to know
what actually does really matter, versus what just sort of matters and
honestly what shouldn’t matter at all. Feger’s first publication is
normally amazing and I expect more to come! I found myself thinking as I
read through the web pages.. “oh yeah, me too!” or “Interesting, I by no
means considered it that method” and “I like that, I’m likely to give
that a try in my own life.” Positive, refreshing, and full of love This
book reminds the reader to note the positives inside our day-to-day
lives, and shows how shifting our perspective can make an enormous
difference in how exactly we experience the world all around us.
Stephanie's willingness to talk about her personal tales and reveal
natural emotion, and her capability to see God's presence and strength
even in the hard times is so refreshing and inspiring. You will relate
to her because her feelings are common in a crazy world.! I would
suggest this book to any person who is looking to find a more positive
outlook -- Stephanie's terms can help with that! Well done!
Inspirational, heart-sensed, and sincere. Most inspirational book EVER!

Accessible. This book was absolutely AMAZING! I hope that I'm able to
change my perspective, both in the positive situations and the
difficult, to find the beauty of the moment. A true inspiration to all.
It’s a good easy read, as if you were sitting in person having tea. A
refreshing find out about perspective Color Today Pretty crossed my path
just as We was starting to do a large amount of reflection in my own
existence about perspective and contentment. I'd definitely recommend
ALL moms read the book- gives you just a little perspective of what sort
of child talks about life so pleasurable and beautiful- not really a
treatment in the world. Moments to reflect and treasure. She is an truly
Inspiration." Encouragement and Wisdom forever I feel like I’ve just
been given unfettered usage of the thread that is woven together to
create the fabric of Stephanie’s soul. Absolutely incredible book about
so many levels. Amazing Message and Heartfelt Delivery The way that
Stephanie writes is indeed endearing and her voice is tender and
understanding and vulnerable and everything you want in a book such as
this. Color Today Pretty is a straightforward go through where each
chapter contains its story of motivation, emotional pull, spirituality
and practical real life guiding points in life. The tales capture you
and captivate. I enjoyed all the stories - some funny, some sad but each
is inspiring and easy methods to apply spiritualitky into your daily
life. Wonderful, easy, exciting read. She does speak of God often but
not in a pushy believe in my god method- more as - “relax, take a deep
breath because someone offers this map of existence planned for you”. A
lovely way of reframing the queries and lessons of existence, while
going through them.! Raw and real, and filled with emotion which range
from tears of sadness to tears of pleasure. Real. Vulnerable. A posting
of a faith-based approach to life that is conveniently shared and valued
regardless of your faith. Inspirational. A lovely way to share, to
soften the blows, celebrate the nice, and enjoy each day. It was a quick
read, and one I will appreciate both revisiting and recommending. I am
hoping you take time to Color YOUR ENTIRE DAY Pretty too. Getting my
second child into the world I was learning my brand-new balance in
existence as a working mom. Stephanie actually draws you into her world
as a mother of three, but her central message is great for people of all
age groups. Live and enjoy each moment, for we are all only upon this
earth for such a short time jointly. Through Stephanie’s different
trials and tribulations individually and professionally the reader
realizes we are all so similar in fact it is so essential to be there in
every moment.. "How To" have an ORDINARY day time with MIRACLES and
PEACE! I many thanks Stephanie to be such a inspirational part model to
us all. If you are looking to find everyday miracles and peace in your
life, you will like reading this publication! You’ll laugh, you’ll cry
but primarily you’ll be transformed by her amazing phrases and spirit
for life. Wow! An incredible must read reserve.. Your dream came
accurate! As i read each chapter I was flooded with such emotion that I

laughed and cried. There really is so much to be thankful for. Just what
a beautiful writer. Stephanie’s ability to see God employed in her life
through common moments is truly inspiring. She shares true to life
stories with her husband and three children. I really like Stephanie
Feger's deeply personal tales. Stephanie comes with an amazing method of
taking tales in her lifestyle and helping others feel connected to their
life and how they can see a new perspective on an identical scenario. Cheryl Ann Silich "American Gladiators" Champion and "Community Link"
Christian Radio Show Host An inspirational real life book through the
life span of the writer Stephanie.
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